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CALL FOR PAPERS

As far as raw materials go, chert and other knappable stone stand out as some of the most common materials in the archaeological record, and at some sites the only preserved material. They were used in almost every corner of the world, from the Palaeolithic up until today. Use of these materials even predates the appearance of our own species. Being so widespread, both geographically as well as chronologically, this topic merits a global meeting of researchers to discuss and compare our findings.

This symposium will cover all aspects of knapped stone raw materials from geological origin, to mining, usage, and laboratory analyses on these materials. Although we expect that there will be more focus on chert and other microcrystalline quartz varieties, we also encourage presentations related to other knappable materials such as obsidian, quartzite, rhyolite. Papers will be accepted on any culture or time period. Whether you are a field archaeologist, laboratory researcher, ethnographer or a modern day knapper yourself, we are interested in your research.

Main Sessions
The symposium will focus on two major themes: The chaîne opératoire of knapped stone artefacts, and auxilliary sciences related to lithics (in particular microcrystalline quartz).

Theme 1 - Chaîne opératoire
- Raw material exploitation strategies - mining and surface collecting
- Ancient lithic trade and economics
- Tool production and processing techniques
- Use-wear analyses - signs of usage on stone tools (a.k.a. traceology)

Theme 2 - Auxilliary sciences
- Microcrystalline quartz as a geological material
- Characterising lithic sources
- Lithotheques - collections of comparative raw materials

Theme 3 - Special topic sessions
- Gemology. Microcrystalline quartz and obsidian as gemstones today and in the past
- Experimental flint knapping
- Stirring the wheel on human behaviour: Mechanical devices for testing material performance
- Gunflints: Production, distribution and use
- Silcrete as a lithic raw material in global context: Geology, sourcing and technoeconomics
- Obsidian in archaeology and geology

More information
For more information, please visit the symposium website, or contact us at callforpapers@cherts-symp2015.net
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PRESENTATIONS FORMATS

Oral presentations

- Maximum 20 minutes
- Mandatory use of multimedia (e.g. PowerPoint slides)
- Presentations will be followed 5 minutes of for questions and answers.
- One of the presenters must be registered at the symposium. (Note: Articles published in the proceedings volume must include among the co-authors the presenter(s) who gave the actual presentation.)
- The oral part of the presentation must be in English but slides and other visual media may be bilingual (English along with translations into another language).

Poster presentation

- Maximum dimensions - Din-A 0 - 841 x 1189 mm // 33,1 x 46,8 inches
- Text must be either all English or bilingual (English and a translation into another language)
- One of the presenters should stay with the poster for most of the poster presentation session.

Notes to Speakers

Lecturing at an international symposium demands a particular effort beyond all the normal requirements of public lecturing. You will be talking to an audience whose language is not your own. In addition, you may be lecturing in a language which is not your own first language. It is therefore important to make a special attempt to make yourself understood. Awareness of this should be good experience in making you think more about your presentation, and hopefully make you a better lecturer. The aim of this advice is to improve our communication with one another, so please read it even if you are an experienced lecturer, and if you have suggestions for improvement, please let us know.

The basics of how to be heard:

1. Before you start, check the microphone if there is one, and make sure you can be heard at the back of the audience
2. Do not move away from the microphone when lecturing in a large hall.
3. Try always to look at your audience. Do not turn your back on the audience, talk to the screen or down into your notes.
4. Choose someone at the back of the hall as the person to whom you are talking, and try to keep their interest. This will help you to project your voice to the whole audience.

These are some of the basics of how to be understood:

1. Speak slowly.
2. Keep it simple. Short sentences are most easily understood.
3. In a 20-minute presentation you can only make a limited number of points. Be clear about what is important, and do not attempt to do too much.
4. Try to highlight the main points of your talk in your PowerPoint presentation.
5. Use the Arial or Helvetica fonts because they are most easily read from a distance and of course by people with difficulties such as dyslexia.
6. Names of sites, people and numbers in another language can be difficult to catch, so make sure these appear in your visual aids.
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7. Help your audience to concentrate. When pointing to details on the projection screen hold the pointer as still as you can on the detail being indicated for a couple of seconds. Do not wave the pointer about on the screen. Try to avoid pointing and talking at the same time as the audience will probably not hear you if you move away from the microphone. Be sure to point only at the screen if using a laser pointer.

8. Finally, English is the language for this symposium. You must therefore ensure that your presentation can be understood in English. The same is true for your PowerPoint presentation, or any handouts you prepare. There are various ways of doing this, and rules for helping the audience, and some are listed in the following sections.

Specific guidelines for native English speakers

Note - this section has been written especially (but not only!) for native English speakers. This is because native English speakers are generally less used to lecturing in or listening to another language (and to trying to grasp its meaning) and therefore they can be less sensitive towards an international audience’s difficulties of comprehension.

In addition to the suggestions given in the general points above, there are various further suggestions for those lecturing in their mother tongue:

1. Assume you will have three types of people in the audience: those who understand very little or nothing, those who have various levels of understanding but are still improving their skills, and those who speak the language fluently. You must try to cater for all of them.
2. Be extra careful to speak VERY clearly, slowly, distinctly and keep it simple. Do not mumble or run your words together.
3. Summarise the main points of your talk in your PowerPoint presentation because most people usually read a language which is not their own much better than they understand it when spoken.
4. Do not use colloquialisms or expressions which may not be easily understood by those whose mother tongue is not the same as yours.

Specific guidelines for non-native English speakers

In addition to the suggestions given in the general points above, there are various ways of making your presentation comprehensible specifically for those lecturing in a second language.

First and foremost, recognise that you will probably be speaking with an accent and intonation that may be comprehensible to native speakers but very difficult for others to understand, so try to speak especially slowly and clearly.

1. If possible get a native speaker to check your text beforehand.
2. You may use handout for the audience to make your paper understood by everyone in the audience. These should have more detail than the published abstract or summary, and should allow the audience to follow your lecture in detail.

Styles of lecturing

There is no single way to give a good lecture, and a mixture of styles may make a session more interesting. In any case, whichever method or combination of methods you choose, it is important to be thoroughly prepared. Nothing makes a worse impression than a hesitant delivery, with many pauses between words and sentences, and an appearance of disorganisation. There are, however, some basic rules which should not be broken.
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a) Speaking without a text.
This is a good way for those who can do it - it works on the principle that if you cannot hold in your head what you want to say, there is no way the audience will be able to grasp it. Use your PowerPoint slides as prompts. Remember that it is usually recommended that each slide should have a maximum of 30-35 words. If you are lecturing in a language which is not your own, and forget a word, ask the audience - it keeps them involved! This style needs careful preparation beforehand (e.g. talking to oneself). It allows you to address the audience more directly, to adjust your time. (But keep a close eye on the clock!) The disadvantage is that you may miss a key point or over-run badly.

b) Lecturing from a prepared text.
Although this style is normal in some countries, it may not be ideal when speaking to international audiences. Your written style may be too literary for your audience so you should make a special effort to write simply. Pay particular attention to your speaking style and intonation, as this type of lecturing may lead you to read it in a monotonous tone and not to look up at your audience. If something goes wrong, you have very little flexibility. In some lecture theatres there can also be problems with lighting so you cannot read your text and show PowerPoint at the same time. Make the text easy to read - large lettering, and widely spaced. A 20 minute lecture will consist of about 5 typed pages with 1.5 line spacing, but usually you should restrict yourself to 17 minutes to allow time for delays or interruptions. Reading from a text does, however, give you greater control over the timing, but you should read the lecture out loud to yourself - slowly - two or three times beforehand. If you have to read fast, then it is too long.

c) Lecturing with only brief notes.
This can be difficult as you have continually to look up from your notes to the audience, and then back again to the notes. It is better - and helps the audience to follow you - to put your headings on your PowerPoint slides.

Visual aids
General guidelines:

1. Visual aids should generally be bold and simple - audiences cannot take in too much information when they are listening at the same time.
2. Make sure that every slide makes a point, and do not pad your lecture with unnecessary slides - it is a sign you are insecure.
3. Leave the slide on the screen long enough for the audience to absorb its contents.
4. Ensure your text is legible: use a large font size (24 pt or bigger).
5. Do not put too much text on one slide. The ideal maximum number of words is 30-35 per slide. If you have several points to make, spread them over several slides rather than on one slide.
6. Use lower and upper case characters in text rather than simple block letters.
7. Use line weight, style, symbol, etc. to convey important information, but do not use too many variations.
8. Maintain consistency in images, legends, colours, etc.
9. Check for misspellings.
10. You may want to use the background colour to link points together and to change colour when you change topic.
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PowerPoint

a. Most speakers use PowerPoint nowadays. Please take into account that the use of other visual aids such as slides and transparencies (OHPs) is now discouraged as some institutions are disposing of their slide and OHP projectors!
b. PowerPoint allows a combination of text and graphics, but it is important to get the balance right: too much text is unreadable; too little can leave the audience lost. Here we offer only a few general words of advice.
c. PowerPoint allows you to use visual gimmicks, but remember that these are more likely to distract your audience than to help them understand your point. Use them only occasionally, when you are sure they will enhance your presentation.
d. In PowerPoint you have the option of editing the illustrations you import, e.g. darkening or lightening or sharpening them to improve clarity. You can also reduce to size of your files to alleviate problems of presentation - 200-300 dpi is usually sufficient for lecturing.
e. Use colours in an effective way and remember that some member of the audience may be colour blind or dyslexic. Try to use either light background with black letters or, inversely, dark background with white letters.
f. Make sure you label slides and plans with the name of the sites (names and large numbers are difficult to understand for those not familiar with them).
g. Make sure images are properly trimmed, redraw frames, and perhaps clean up lettering on scanned images (poor quality images reflect on your preparation and therefore your credibility).
h. Make sure your version of PowerPoint is compatible with that which will be used at the conference (e.g. presentations prepared on the most recent versions of PowerPoint may not be compatible with earlier versions).
i. Bring your file on a memory stick, but perhaps also on a disc as well. Always be prepared to lecture without the visual aids in case some disaster strikes. Make sure your filename includes your name or initials, not just the paper’s title or session title.
j. All the files should be loaded on to the computer before the session starts, and the icons should be displayed on the desktop in the order that the lectures will be given. This means that you should make sure that you contact the session organiser(s) beforehand to ensure that this is done before the session.
k. Often the last slide will stay on the screen while questions are being asked or changing lecturers, so why not suggest three or four items for further reading on it? There is no need to thank your audience for listening!

Some final suggestions - before and after the session

In addition to the points mentioned above, here are four further suggestions regarding what to do before the session:

1. Make yourself known to the session organiser and any one providing technical help as soon as possible - the organiser should arrange a meeting beforehand of all participants in the session.
2. Try out the equipment in the lecture theatre beforehand, so you know how to switch equipment and lights on and off, use of the mouse, pointer, etc.
3. Run through your PowerPoint to make sure it works, and if possible stand at the back of the room to check that the text is legible.
4. Take a watch or clock with you - all lecture theatres should have a clock, but many don’t!

After you have given your paper, try to get advice from someone on how you might have improved your presentation.
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Poster presentation

- Maximum dimensions - Din-A 0 - 841 x 1189 mm // 33,1 x 46,8 inches
- Text must be either all English or bilingual (English and a translation into another language)
- One of the presenters should stay with the poster for most of the poster presentation session.

Note on posters

The maximum dimensions is Din-A 0 - 841 x 1189 mm // 33,1 x 46,8 inches). Please observe the indicated measurements as otherwise you may find it impossible to present your poster. Posters are a good way of communicating about your research. They are particularly effective for presentations communicating quantitative data, but can be used for a variety of reasons. A poster may be an independent presentation, it may be an addition to your paper, and it can be an alternative to an oral presentation.

How to catch peoples interest

You have basically two strategies in interesting people in your poster:

1. Make it short and easy to read, with as many pictures and as little text as possible. This will attract the casual passer-by; or
2. Aim for a limited, but more interested group, by having considerably more text.

In either case, you might want a handout giving more details, but think how you will make this available - to hand out only when you are next to your poster, or to have a pocket next to the poster in which you can leave copies.

Language

English is the main language of the symposium, so this is best, but bilingual posters are also a good solution if you don't have too much text. If you cannot do this, try to make the illustrations self-evident, or make a translation available as a handout. Try to get a native English speaker to help you. If you have no assistance, approach the organisers. They may be able to suggest someone. If someone is correcting your text, make both your English version and your original version available so that problems of translation can be checked.

Content

Include information about who you are, and how you can be contacted, both at the symposium, and at your normal address. If your poster is part of a poster session, make sure you are present during the time slot reserved for the session. If it is not, leave a note to say when you will be available at your poster to talk about it.

If you are talking about a site, make sure there is a map to show the site's location, and its date. What may be self-evident to you is not to someone from the other end of Europe. Make sure the poster has a clear heading to attract interested people who are passing by.
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Size

The maximum dimensions is Din-A 0 - 841 x 1189 mm // 33,1 x 46,8 inches). Please observe the indicated measurements as otherwise you may find it impossible to present your poster.

Poster Sessions

If your poster is part of a poster session that has been given a specific time slot, you should be at your poster to answer questions and follow-up points with your audience. The programme may also include a general 'poster presentation'. At this time you should of course also be present.